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suggests that humans might be
naturally inclined to believe in
transcendent worlds and beings.
Stories, objects, images, prayers,
meditation and rituals can provide
ways for people to cope with
anxieties about the world and help
form strong social bonds. This in
turn helps to make people's lives
well-ordered and understandable.
British Museum, London, through
April 8.
Women of Vision: National
Geographic Photographers on
Assignment highlights a new
generation of women photojournalists who have told some of the
most powerful stories of the last
decade. As different as the places
and the subjects they have covered,
these women share a passion and
commitment to storytelling. From
the savannas of Botswana to the
streets of Libya and Afghanistan,
and from the beaches of the Jersey
shore to the steppes of Mongolia
and the rainforests of New Guinea,
these 11 women have traveled the
world as explorers, capturing compelling stories of our planet and its
people. Allentown [Pennsylvania]
Art Museum, through April 8.
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The Art Bridge

Written by Lee Lawrence
How does art affect us? How does it influence our attitudes toward the cultures artists come from
and express? “Art opens us up,” says the director of the Building Bridges Program, the Doris Duke
Foundation for Islamic Art’s grant program. Experiences with art can make us feel closer to unfamiliar people—and that means we can get along better. But how does it really work? (Does it really
work?) To find out, the author visits four of the 138 programs Building Bridges has supported to
date: a children’s museum, a public mural, an online comedy and four touring hip-hop artists.
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Marseille’s
Migrant Cuisine

Written by Tristan Rutherford
Photographs and video by
Rebecca Marshall
“If you imagine French cuisine as a
tree,” says food historian Emmanuel
Perrodin, “the leaves are in Paris, but
the roots reside in Marseille”—fed by
2,600 years of migrations from the
Mediterranean and beyond.
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The World of the Fatimids bears
witness to a dynasty that, at
its height in the 10th and 11th
centuries, influenced knowledge
and culture throughout the
Mediterranean, Europe and the

Near East. The exhibition marks
the first time a carefully selected
collection of masterpieces from
the Fatimid dynasty are being
shown in North America. Among
the objects are monumental
marble reliefs from the Museum
of Islamic Art in Cairo, never
before shown abroad; luxury
objects ranging from rock crystal
and ivory to ceramic lusterware;
and masterpieces of metalware.
Drone videography and 360-degree
virtual-reality films conjure up
Cairo, the Fatimid’s flourishing
capital, offering insight into what
the city was like a millennium
ago. Aga Khan Museum, Toronto,
through July 2.
Binding the Clouds: The Art
of Central Asian Ikat. Across
Central Asia, oasis towns were
once awash with the rainbow
colors of resist-dyed ikat fabrics.
Through exceptional artworks
recently donated to the museum,
this exhibition focuses on the
sophisticated dyeing technique
known in the region as abrband
(binding the clouds). The George
Washington University Museum /
The Textile Museum, Washington,
D.C., through July 9.

COMING / MARCH
Mohammed Ahmed Ibrahim.
Curated by Sharjah Art Foundation
President and Director Hoor
al-Qasimi, the exhibition features
works by the Emirati artist span-

COMING / MAY
Intersections: The Visual of Islamic
Cosmopolitanism investigates
architecture, painting, textiles,
calligraphy, photography and
music among Muslim and
non-Muslim societies. As an
academic conference, papers and
presentations address artworks
from the eighth century to the
present from North Africa, Europe,
the Middle East, as well as
Central and South Asia. Bringing
this range of visual cultures
into conversation highlights the
cosmopolitanism, plurality, cultural
receptivity and centrality of art that
has contributed greatly to Muslim
cultures. Edith O’Donnell Institute
of Art History and Dallas Museum
of Art, May 4 through May 5.
World on the Horizon: Swahili Arts
across the Indian Ocean. Located

at the crossroads of Africa and
the Indian Ocean, the “Swahili
Coast” has been a vibrant arena
of global cultural convergence
for more than a millennium
as peoples from the Arabian
Peninsula, Asia, Africa and Europe
have journeyed across the Indian
Ocean in many directions. On the
East African coast, this confluence
of peoples gave rise to diverse
communities that are often called
“Swahili”—after the Arabic word
meaning “edge” or “coast.”
Swahili Coast art has been shaped
by these complex migrations,
the formation of new empires
and the making and unmaking of
social identities. The works from
different regions and time periods
explore Swahili arts as objects of
mobility, outcomes of encounter
and products of trade and
imperialism, and they reveal the
movement of artistic forms, motifs
and preferences while reflecting
the changing meanings they may
carry during the course of their
life histories. National Museum
of African Art, Washington D.C.,
indefinitely from May 9.
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ning over three decades. Included
are paintings, drawings, sculpture
and installations, as well as
documentation of the artist’s vast
explorations into land art, inspired
by a lifelong relationship with the
environment of Khorfakkan, UAE .
This survey also traces the esthetics and concepts of his work, such
as his interest in the demise of
nature that accompanies urban
development—all concerns that
evoke thoughts of the primordial.
Gallery 3 at al-Mureijah Square,
Sharjah, UAE, March 16 through
June 16.
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IF YOU IMAGINE FRENCH CUISINE AS A
TREE, THE LEAVES ARE IN PARIS, BUT
THE ROOTS RESIDE IN MARSEILLE.

Written by

Tristan Rutherford

Photographs and video by

Rebecca Marshall

--- Emmanuel Perrodin
THE MODERNIST BOX OF MARSEILLE’S MUSEUM OF EUROPEAN AND MEDITERRANEAN
CIVILIZATIONS (MUCEM) SITS ASTRIDE THE MOUTH OF THE CITY’S OLD PORT, NOT FAR
FROM THE PLACE GREEK SAILORS SET UP A TRADING POST 2,600 YEARS AGO. THE
CITY MINTED ITS OWN MONEY THEN, AND IT INTRODUCED OLIVE TREES FROM LANDS
AROUND THE AEGEAN AND GRAPEVINES FROM AROUND THE ADRIATIC.
Five hundred years later the Mediterranean became Rome’s
nexus of trade and empire, and Marseille became one of its
maritime centers. Now, MUCEM exhibits olive-oil amphorae
from Anatolia, soapmaking paraphernalia from Syria, and
sailing charts that show how to navigate from Algiers without
running aground on the island of Mallorca.
Atop the museum, Emmanuel Perrodin, Marseille’s leading
culinary historian, sips black coffee. The panorama over France’s
third-largest city takes in the seemingly limitless sea, ramparts
of 17th-century forts and a few cereal silos from the 1920s.
Passenger ferries chug to and from the modern successors of the
Roman trading ports of Béjaïa and Annaba in Algeria, as well as
the Mediterranean islands of Corsica and Sardinia.
“Our city has a particular geography,” says Perrodin. “My
favorite Marseillais saying is, ‘First you have the sea, then the
city, and beyond that is another country called France.’”
Perrodin explains that, like Alexandria, Egypt, Marseille
was a “lighthouse city.” A key commercial gateway, a port city
that has attracted all comers, it thrived as a polyglot trading
14
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colony while Paris was still just a village. Believed to have been
established around 600 BCE by Greeks from Phocaea (now
Foca) on the west coast of Turkey, the city’s more recent arrivals have included Russians, Armenians, and Berbers from Algeria—among the latter the parents of France’s greatest soccer
player, Marseille-born Zinedine Zidane. Most recently, in the
decades following independence, families from former French
colonies have come here, along with many more.
With human traffic came food, and with food came recipes.
Dates entered Europe here, says Perrodin, and “arguably”
tomatoes and bananas.
“Safeguarding your favorite foods is perhaps the most
important cultural act,” he says. “Three times per day you
reinforce your cultural identity in your heart—and your
stomach.” Most curiously of all, the recipes that came first
to Marseille—take North African merguez lamb sausage, for
example—would now be eaten by a Cypriot French family in
Paris, or by a Congolese French family in Normandy.
“Our national dish is couscous. Tajine [from North Africa]

Lined up selling fruit and vegetables, street
merchants serve Marseille’s southern borough of
Noailles, known by locals as the “belly of Marseille,”
famous for its culinary kaleidoscope of piquant
Moroccan pastillas (pastries), Algerian mahjoubas
(crepes) and French baguettes. Culinary historian
Emmanuel Perrodin, left, says the city’s cultures,
traditions and foods influenced by centuries of trade
and migration throughout the Mediterranean make
Marseille unique.

is served in French schools. If you imagine French
cuisine as a tree, the leaves are in Paris, but the roots
reside in Marseille.”
Seeds of the city’s culinary evolution can be
found a few blocks north in the district of
Noailles. On the corner of Rue d’Aubagne, one
can see a Tunisian leblebi soup store. An Ivorian
snack bar sells alocco fish with grilled plantain—
and nearby is Marseille’s last remaining ricotta
cheese creamery. A young woman with her smartphone tucked into the elastic of her headscarf
January/February 2018
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Sharing some of her Tunisian upbringing at her shop, La Palme d’Or, Jiji Azizi sells dried herbs, nuts, spices and regional foods, including
dried hibiscus.

1960s waves of American soldiers came to her family’s town. A
continues a phone conversation as she shops for fruit. A young
decade later Sy’s parents fled from communist authorities with
boy warns “yalla!” as he weaves his bike down the street,
their nine children.
fishing rod in one hand. The roars of scooters and the calls of
The family’s Marseille fruit stall grew to become Tam-Ky,
hawkers render the street a maelstrom of multiculturalism, a
now the area’s largest international food emporium, on the
21st-century Babel where one could conceivably order lunch in
bustling Rue Halle Delacroix. Sy’s checkout now rings orders of
English, Spanish, Arabic or French.
Mauritian piments, Madagascan kumbawa citrus and IndoneSuch telegenic scenes are backed up by tales of economic
sian pepper to patrons from Senegal, Cambodia, Mali and much
necessity. The story of 37-year-old Jiji Azizi, who manages the
of the rest of the world. A final novelty is the curious circumflex
spice emporium La Palme d’Or, also on Rue d’Aubagne, is a
above Sy’s forename, Bêline. “In Vietnam we wear conical hats,”
mirror of migration into Marseille. “No one of my generation
she explains, “so I put one on the ê of my name. When you
consciously moved here. We were born here instead.”
move to a new country, you can do anything you want.”
In the 1950s and 1960s, she says, the Mediterranean was a
Other recently settled residents are plying their wares through
more open sea. Azizi’s father was one of seven brothers and sisFrance, like Mediterranean traders of two and half millennia
ters sharing a home in Africa’s northernmost city, the Tunisian
before. Around the corner from Azizi and Sy, down past a
port of Bizerte. “In that position you just moved to France,”
sweet-smelling shop selling mahjouba—crepes, North AfriAzizi says. Fortunately, his fragrant store was a success. “Arcan-style—another with flipflops and a couple of halal butchers,
menians, Algerians, Greeks—we all eat the same halvah, dolma
and all the rest.” Azizi proudly claims she is Marseillaise, before Joseph Azzi set up his Le Cedre du Liban (Cedar of Lebanon)
bakery in 1995. “Lebanese are everywhere,” says Azzi. “Saudi,
being of Tunisian roots or French citizenship. “Perhaps it’s like
Africa, London, Brazil.”
Italians in New York. Despite
He walks past crates of
being there for one century,
pomegranate molasses to fire
some people are Sicilian first,
up his flatbread machine. With
then American second.”
FRANCE
a whirr and a clunk, the timeSuch stories are commonITALY
less, round Arab loaves bake
place. Bêline Sy arrived in
Marseille
and then cool along a 15-meter
Marseille aged 18 months in
conveyor that snakes under1979. Her parents lived in
neath the flour-dusted ceiling.
Vietnam’s southern colonial
SPAIN
CORSICA
Stacks of flatbreads are sealed
resort of Dalat, a leafy town
Mediterranean
Sea
into plastic bags before being
that, once part of French
couriered along former Roman
Cochinchina, was base for solMALLORCA
SARDINIA
roads—now fast autoroutes—
diers of Arabian and African
to Nice in the east and Béziers
origins serving in the French
in the west. The fact they are
Army. “When I return there, I
Annaba
eaten with restaurant falafil or
get laughed at because I speak
Algiers
supermarket couscous is tesVietnamese with a Marseillaise
Béjaïa
tament to Marseille’s status as
accent,” she says. In the mid-

ALGERIA
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MediterraFrance’s ville
nean, Arabic
carre-four—
and African
its crossdish. Some
roads city.
hand-meYet now,
down methas it has been
ods remain
for centuries,
handwritten
arrival also
in Arabic.
often means
Others reside
struggle.
on the hard
Some of Mardrive of the
seille’s most
association’s
recent newcreaking
comers arrive
computer.
with more
“I’m from
recipes than
Morocco,
official papers
which has
or networks
three cousof helpful
Along the busy Rue Halle Delacroix, Bêline Sy poses at her family’s store, Tam-Ky, which the Sys
cous recipes,
friends. Some
started after emigrating in 1979 from Vietnam, when she was a baby. Today the shop sells everything
but our
learn quickly
from produce to dried seaweed to prepared Vietnamese dishes.
association
they can rely
regularly makes 11 different varieties,” Rhazi says.
on Fatima Rhazi, a grandmother originally from Morocco who
This culinary archive at Femmes d’Ici et d’Ailleurs Marseille is
acts as a kind of great aunt to Marseille’s migrant women. Her
important also because, as an entirely self-financed organization,
organization, Femmes d’Ici et d’Ailleurs Marseille (Marseille
it is a database that helps support large-scale catering for wedWomen from Here and Elsewhere) was formed in 1994 to foster
dings, birthdays and other events, all of which help pay for the
dialogue through food.
organization’s many services. When MUCEM hosts 300 guests for
“Some new ladies are timid for all sorts of reasons, but when
cooking in our communal kitchen they open up. Believe me,
an exhibition opening, they often call Rhazi first. At such times,
women have the same problems all over the world,” says Rhazi.
she then calls upon volunteers who hail anywhere from the
By sharing recipes, they learn food preparation, hygiene and lan- steppes of Mongolia to the golden sands of Ghana to work the
guage skills useful for both household management and employ20 gargantuan cooking pots and countless tajines in the adjoinment. And it works: 1,257 previously unemployed people who
ing kitchen. “Customers can also dine in the upstairs restaurant.
have passed through Rhazi’s workshop are now in paid work.
We call our cuisine oriental. The term is meaningless,” Rhazi
Rhazi’s backstreet office-kitchen includes a 500-book
says with a smile, “but it pushes all the right buttons.” Dishes
library with (titles such as La Cuisine du Monde and Délices can include light-as-air black-eyed pea accara fritters from Senedu Maroc) that serves as a recipe vault for almost every
gal and herbed Moroccan chicken with a lemon confit sauce.
Joseph Azzi, owner of Le Cedre du Liban (Cedar of Lebanon) bakery, stands next to his 15-meter conveyor belt that enables him to produce seemingly endless amounts of pastries and breads that he ships across France.
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Moroccan-born Fatima Rhazi founded Femmes d’Ici et d’Ailleurs Marseille (Marseille Women from Here and Elsewhere) in 1994. Its
communal kitchen became a hub for skill-building in cooking, household management and employment. Right: Her notes on culinary
techniques she learned from her mother are part of the group’s archive. In 2009 the French government made her a chevalier (knight) in
the national Legion of Honor.

Rhazi’s own early travels influenced her palate, too. Raised
a few miles from the Algerian border in Oujda, around four
decades ago she was Morocco’s 200-meter and 400-meter
women’s running champion, and this took her to competitions
throughout the Mediterranean. She speaks, for example, about
a Sephardi dish from the Tunisian island of Djerba called skhina. For religious reasons, Tunisia’s Jewish community required
a Saturday feast but could not prepare food on the Friday Sabbath. So the recipe of eggs, rice, spices and meat is slowcooked
overnight into a state of delicious caramelization.
Recognition of Rhazi’s work, and by extension Marseille’s
culinary mélange, came in 2009 by presidential decree. France’s
then-President Nicolas Sarkozy, himself of Greek and Hungarian parentage, together with Justice Minister Rachida Dati, who
is the second of 12 children of Moroccan and Algerian heritage, visited Femmes d’Ici et d’Ailleurs Marseille.

To Rhazi’s consternation, Sarkozy and Dati did not give
her a check: Instead they knighted her, declaring her chevalier
de la légion d‘honneur, the nation’s highest order of merit.
“I am a knight without a horse,” she jokes. Then with
her characteristic self-confidence, she asked France’s president to assist 17 migrant families who were struggling
without the correct paperwork. “I’m tough because I have
six brothers. That’s why I fight for women.”
At a gourmet level, it is migrant and migrant-fusion recipes
that can be found all across Marseille. The restaurant atop
MUCEM serves a prime example with its culinary deconstruction
of the famed city dish bouillabaisse, a “poor man’s stew” that
infuses imported saffron and tomatoes with local rockfish.
Then there are hipster-Maghreb patisseries such as MinaKouk
that create avant-garde pigeon pastilla as well as Franco-Arabian macarons. Marseille tourism bosses sell the city by inviting

Restaurant AM par Alexandre Mazzia has received a Michelin Star for its artful fusions of flavors. Chef Mazzia, who grew up in the Republic
of Congo, says his dishes “are a metaphor for the influences every resident transmits.”
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food bloggers from
across France,
North America and
Asia. An Instagram
generation strolls
the street snapping
Tunisian favorites
like wafer-thin,
oozy-egg brick à
l’œuf, or Turkish
mantı, a ravioli
topped with creamy
yogurt. Marseille
chefs of every background are grafting
contemporary takes
onto a culinary
movement that first
set sail in Aegean
triremes 2,600
years ago.
Nowhere is
this trend more
compelling than at
AM par Alexandre
Residents walk along the Le Vieux Port (The Old Port), where for centuries people from across the Mediterranean
Mazzia, a restuarstopped to trade—and where many began a longer journey, staying on and investing themselves in the fabric
and future of France’s third-largest city.
ant a block from
the Stade Vélowatery rhythms to create dishes for intelligentsia-based
drome, home of the top-ranked soccer squad Olympique
foodways road-tested for centuries by migrants.
de Marseille. Here Michelin-starred chef Alexandre Mazzia
“The staff at my restaurant l’AM come from 11 countries,
has turned Marseille’s migrant flavors, including Turkish
from Comoros to Korea,” he says. That is as many nationalities
sumac and Nigerian manioc, into world-beating fare. “My
own story is typical of Marseille,” says Mazzia. His paternal as fielded by the current Olympique de Marseille soccer team,
which has won the Coupe de France trophy a record 10 times.
grandfather was an Italian saxophonist who made a mean
“The richness of Marseille is its mix of cultures,” he says.
saffron risotto, while his mother’s father was a Corsican
“Together we win.”
fisherman. “Therefore, it was psychologically easy for my
Marseille family to emigrate to Congo in the 1970s.” There,
Mazzia’s father took a job selecting hardwood timber for
Tristan Rutherford is the recipient of four major travel-journalism awards while traveling among 70 countries in his caglobal export from the rainforest of Mayombe.
reer. Currently based in Nice, France, his work appears in
Mazzia was born in 1976 in Pointe-Noire in the Republic
The Times, The Daily Telegraph, and The Atlantic. He has
of Congo. Like Marseillais of other backgrounds, he grew
authored two books about Turkey for National Geographic.
up eating saka-saka, a pesto made of manioc, fish and palm
Rebecca Marshall is a British editorial photographer based
in the south of France. A core member of German photo
oil. “When I came to live in France at age 15, I felt at home
agency Laif and Global Assignment by Getty Images, she is
in Marseille,” he says. “Indeed, my dishes are a metaphor for
commissioned regularly by the The New York Times, The
the influences every resident transmits.” And what fusions
Sunday Times Magazine, Stern and Der Spiegel.
they are: Algae chips dotted with sweet-potato jellies, topped
Related article at aramcoworld.com
with bottarga roe; langoustines wrapped in balls of tapioca, a
Marseille: J/A 04
West African staple, that pop in the mouth like caviar and a
frozen Franco-Maghreb gem of raspberry and harisa, whose
flavor serenades like Mediterranean waves and then sears like
VIDEO:
the Sahara.
aramcoworld.
It’s a long way from beef bourguignon. As Mazzia says,
com
“People from Paris now come to me. The restaurant is booked
solid for the next two months.”
Mazzia now works on culinary projects across the city including private after-hours access to the Musée Cantini gallery
of fine art, where paintings like Paul Signac’s “Entrée du Port
de Marseille” show steamships delivering goods from across
the globe. Mazzia takes inspiration from these canvases’
March/April 2018
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